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1. Introduction
1.1 PURPOSE
The purpose of this HSE Standard is to set out the key considerations and requirements with respect to
Health, Safety and Environment (HSE) and to articulate the means by which HSE will be managed.
This HSE Standard has been developed using best practices and experiences from other national and
international programmes. The goal is to collectively achieve our ambition of zero accidents and zero
incidents. The HSE Standard applies to all construction and maintenance works and to all Schiphol staff
and its contractors, including subcontractors, tenants and concessionaires. This HSE Standard also takes
into account the continuous operation of the airport, with passenger safety having a prominent role.
By publishing this HSE standard on Schiphol’s website, it is an integral part of the agreements that
Schiphol Group has concluded with its Contractors. Statutory requirements, guidelines or Schiphol regulations that contradict this HSE standard prevail over the provisions in this HSE standard.
Scope
The HSE standard applies to all construction and maintenance work. Nevertheless, a distinction
can be made between:
1. Projects
2. Management, Maintenance and Modifications.
Projects
This refers to the “Notifiable projects” within the framework of the Working Conditions Decree on
the Construction Process. The entire HSE standard applies to this.
Management, Maintenance and Modifications
This involves regular maintenance and often repetitive work. The organization of HSE for management,
maintenance and modifications is laid down in an HSE location plan that is submitted annually to
the HSE Office for assessment.
For the criteria for a H&S plan, work plan or Task Risk Analysis (TRA), see Appendix 2.
1.2		 SCHIPHOL HSE POLICY
The HSE Standard is derived from the ‘Schiphol Group Health, Safety & Environment Policy’. With this
HSE policy, the Schiphol Group management board expresses its commitment to health, safety and the
environment. The policy forms the basis for Schiphol’s objectives and (remedial) actions in the area of
health, safety and protection of the environment.
The following subjects are addressed in the HSE policy:
■ Responsibility – as creating a safe work environment is the responsibility of all those involved,
everyone must comply with the HSE rules and must take action if issues arise.
■ Client Ownership – although the primary responsibility lies with the Contractor, Schiphol is conscious
of the fact that, as Client of the works, it also has duties to ensure that the works are performed as
safely as possible.
■ Continuous improvement – open and clear communication on HSE performance is essential for
continuous improvement, as is active sharing of lessons learned.
■ Just culture – Schiphol strongly values and promotes a ‘just culture’ in which incidents or injuries
during work are reported without any fear of punishment.
■ Cooperation – Schiphol expects all the different parties working at a site to cooperate and to agree
on a clear safety coordination structure, as safety demands a joint effort.
The HSE policy Schiphol can be found at www.schiphol.nl/veiligheid		
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2. De Golden Rules of Safety
The most important safety rules for Schiphol are laid down in the 12 Golden Rules of Safety. With this
we at Schiphol describe how we want to manage the top risks at Amsterdam Airport Schiphol together
with our partners as described in chapter 1.1. These can be consulted on the website www.schiphol.nl/
veiligheid. Detailed explanation and accompanying toolboxes can be found on this site by clicking on
the symbol and underlying documentation.”
2.1 APPEAL
Caring for each other’s wellbeing and being able to work safely are important values to all parties working at Schiphol. Always draw people’s attention to any unsafe practices:
■ Take immediate action in the event of an unsafe situation.
■ Take responsibility for your own safety and that of others.
■ Call colleagues to account for unsafe or irresponsible behaviour.
■ Report unsafe situations immediately so that colleagues may learn from them.
■ Discuss safety concerns with your supervisor.
■ Accept that colleagues may also call you to account for unsafe behaviour.
2.2		 LAST MINUTE RISICO ANALYSE (LMRA)
Good preparation makes all the difference. Make sure that you know what you have to do, that you
are familiar with the procedures and that your work permit is in order. Also take into consideration that
situations can change at any moment, even if you are properly prepared, because this can create new
risks. Therefore, always perform a Last Minute Risk Analysis (LMRA) before you start working.
2.3		 ELECTRICAL INSTALLATIONS
Reference: Schiphol’s VMSE. See also the VMSE Operational Manual at www.schiphol.nl/veiligheid Golden Rule of Safety “securing electrical installations”.
2.3.1
Inspection and testing of electrical equipment
Electrical equipment, work equipment and tools must be subject to periodic mandatory testing or inspections in accordance with the user manual, legal obligation or your own VCA system. They must also
be provided with an indication of the re-inspection date.
2.3.2
Minimum requirements
■ Tools must be inspected on technical condition and suitability prior to any use;
■ Power tools must have proper guards, and a CE-mark and comply with the legal directive (Machinerichtlijn / machinery directive);
■ Electrical cables must be adequately protected against damage and protected against tripping.
Cables on the ground should be prevented and kept to the minimum.
2.3.3
Lock Out/Tag Out / Try Out procedures (LOTOTO procedures)
General
When working on machines and installations where there is a risk of coming into contact with moving
parts, live parts or a dangerous substance Lock Out/Tag Out/Try Out procedures must be followed.
Amongst other things, this concerns electrical installations, gas installations and installations under
pressure.
The LOTOTO procedure must be described in detail in the HSE plan of the Contractor. If work is performed on installations that are used for the airport, the LOTOTO-procedure of Amsterdam Airport
Schiphol must be followed.
In cases where two or more contractors are working on one installation, the LOTOTO procedure of the
Contractor shall apply. The Contractor is in charge of the LOTOTO procedure until all works are completed, and is also in charge of restoring the power supply to the installation.
All LOTOTO warning signs must be in both Dutch and English with non-native speakers.
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Insulation is achieved, preferably, by means of locks. All locks must clearly show the name and organisation of the lock, if possible.
Nobody may operate any part to which a LOTOTO label and lock are attached before these are removed by authorised staff.
2.3.4
De-energize Permit
A LOTOTO permit is required for Lock Out/Tag Out/Try Out activities relating to permanent or temporary installations. The Contractor is responsible for the implementation of this permit procedure.
2.4. CONFINED SPACE
2.4.1
Definition
A confined space is a space (e.g. trench, crawl space, sewer, tank) with the following characteristics:
■ A closed or partly open environment, with a narrowed or not narrowed access; ;
■ The space may contain hazardous substances, have insufficient oxygen or a flammable atmosphere,
or may have the potential for such conditions;
■ There is a risk of electrocution;
■ The space has limited or restricted means for entry or exit;
■ The space is configured in such a way that someone may get locked up or trapped in it;
■ The space is not designed for continuous occupation by staff.
2.4.2. Confined space entry permit
A confined space may only be entered with a work-permit ”working in a confined space”. The Contractor is responsible for the implementation of the permit procedure. In addition, the Contractor must
inform its staff of all the worksites for which a confined space entry permit is required.
2.4.3. Minimum requirements
Before a confined space may be entered, a risk analysis or Task Risk Analysis (TRA) must be performed
to determine which control measures are required for working safely in the confined space (measuring,
valves, etc.). Power sources must be isolated for safe operation.Before a person is authorised to enter a
confined space, the supervisor in charge must ensure that:
■ the Contractor has prepared a Risk Assessment and Method Statement (RAMS) or Work Plans with 		
TRA with respect to the activities to be performed, and they have been approved by the Client;
■ a “confined space entry” permit has been issued specifically for the site where the works are to be 		
performed;
■ only qualified staff shall enter the confined space;
■ the atmosphere in the confined space is monitored in advance and, if necessary, during the works, 		
with the aid of measuring equipment. The measuring equipment must be demonstrably calibrated.
Measuring data must be recorded on site;
■ rescue equipment is present at the worksite and that it is clear to all involved in advance what acti		
ons will be taken in the case of an emergency;
■ a trained safety officer/manhole watch is present outside the confined space, provided with suffi		
cient means of communication to immediately raise the alarm should an unwanted event occur;
■ an emergency response plan (ERP) is present and has been discussed.
2.5		 HOT WORK AND / OR BMI** ACTIVATION
2.5.1
Definition hot work and work that can trigger the BMI or sprinkler
Work that can cause fire or activate the fire alarm or sprinkler system. Think of welding, grinding,
steam, blow drying, burning, soldering, working at height (between the beams), chopping / breaking /
drilling, demolition, working with chemicals and causing dust.
** BMI: Brand Meld Installatie / Fire Alarm
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2.5.2
Hot work permits
In case of work in one of the operational buildings of ASM or the Airside site (think of the Terminal
building, checkpoints, fire stations, VOPs, landing area) where a fire may occur or the fire alarm system
can be activated, a Hot Work Permit (HWP) is mandatory. ASM Business Operations issues this permit.
The Contractor is responsible for compliance with the permit procedure. Specifically for fire-hazardous
activities in the Terminal, the BES document (Basic Requirements Set Fire Safety Terminal) also applies.
(BES: Basis Eisen Set Brandveiligheid Terminal).
2.5.3
Minimum requirements
Before a person is authorised to perform ‘hot work’ activities, the supervisor in charge must ensure that:
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

the Contractor has prepared a RAMS or work plan and TRA with respect to the activities to be per		
formed, and have been approved by the Client;
a HWP has been issued specifically for the site where the works are to be performed;
use and storage of acetylene gas bottles in the terminal (including in construction areas adjacent 		
to the terminal) is not permitted. An alternative working method will have to be chosen (for
example welding with propane gas).
all flammable, explosive and oxidising substances are removed from the immediate vicinity of the 		
area where the fire-hazardous works are to be performed;
no cylinders with flammable gas are placed in confined spaces and that hoses for flammable gas are
removed from confined spaces when not in use;
hoses and torches are inspected before use and that defective hoses are put out of service;
oxygen/flammable gas systems are equipped with approved backflow valves, flashback arresters and
pressure relief devices
all staff are using the proper personal protection equipment and clothing when performing or 		
assisting with cutting and welding operations (protective glasses, welding masks, flame - retardant 		
high visibility protective suits/flame-retardant clothing and gloves);
welding equipment is properly maintained and inspected before use;
defective equipment is removed and reported to the supervisor;
welding and cutting operations are screened off with fire-retardant screens, shields or other safe		
guards for the protection of staff or materials exposed to sparks, metal slag, falling objects or ultra		
violet (UV)/infrared (IR) radiation of the welding arc;
pipes containing either flammable liquids or gasses or electrical cables are not used for grounding;
the housing of all welding equipment and cutting torches is properly grounded when the power 		
outlets of the equipment are being used as power connections and no ground fault interrupter 		
(GFCI/ELCB/RCD) is being used;
the fire alarm system procedure is followed if a sprinkler or fire alarm system is present at the work		
site;
sufficient fire-fighting equipment suitable for the potential type of fire is available at the location 		
where the work is to be performed.
if the sprinkler and fire alarm systems at the worksite are deactivated at the same time, a trained 		
firefighter is present, provided with sufficient means of communication to immediately raise the 		
alarm should an unwanted event occur;
after completion of the works, the fire safety officer (or a replacement) remains at the site, for the 		
period according to the work-permit, to ensure that the area is safe.

2.5.4
Hot work at height
Hot works at height and on scaffolding or MEWP present special hazards. In addition to the control
measures specified above, the following measures must be taken:
■ Areas beneath hot works must be cleared of all flammable materials;
■ Fire-retardant material must be used to cover scaffold boards and to screen off the works;
■ At the end of every shift, the fire-retardant material must be removed to uncover the scaffold 		
boards or flammable materials.
See also the document BES: Basic Requirements Set Fire Safety Terminal for Fire Hazardous Activities.
(BES: Basis Eisen Set Brandveiligheid Terminal).
HSE Standard Schiphol for Construction and Maintenance Sites
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2.6.4
Falling objects
If there is a risk of falling objects, the area immediately below the works must be fenced off (taking
into account the horizontal component of the trajectory of falling objects) and warning signs must be
posted by the contractor with texts such as
■ “Restricted area– no unauthorised access” (“Beperkt toegankelijk gebied – geen toegang voor on		
bevoegden”)
■ “Works above – risk of falling objects” (“Werkzaamheden hierboven – gevaar voor vallende voor		
werpen”).
Physical barriers must be used to restrict access. If this is not possible, the Contractor must develop an
alternative method on the basis of a RAMS or TRA.
If the barriers block the normal pedestrian route or the access to an emergency route or emergency
exit, irrespective of the duration, temporary signs must be posted to divert pedestrian traffic via a safe
alternative route.
If it is not possible to implement collective control measures, staff working with tools at height must
wear a tool belt and use a tool lanyard strap.
2.6.5
Loading ans unloading activities
Any loading/unloading activities, for example from a flatbed truck, is considered working at height,
regardless of the height. Control measures must be taken to prevent any falls from a significant height.
If frequent loading/unloading activities are anticipated, the Contractor must draw up a RAMS for these
activities. These facilities must be available at fixed loading and unloading locations. Other measures
must be taken at incidental unloading points to control the risk of falling.
2.6.6
Working with Mobile Elevated Work Platforms (MEWP)
Before MEWPs (see paragraph 3.4) are used on site, the supervisor in charge must ensure that:
■ the manufacturer’s operating manual is available at the equipment location; if it is not, the MEWP 		
may not be operated;
■ the operator is demonstrably trained, qualified and authorised to use the MEWP;
■ suitable fall protection is worn when working in and with an MEWP;
■ if manufacturers approved fixing points are fitted they must be used to attach safety harness;
■ the surface on which the MEWP is operated, is level and provides sufficient support capacity;
■ if an MEWP is used near a trench or excavation, a qualified person has determined that the site has
sufficient support capacity and that there is no risk of collapse/slips. The assessment must be
recorded in a RAMS or TRA;
■ if an MEWP is used in the Terminal (not limited to) support capacity of the floor must be determined
by the Contractor. The findings of the assessment must recorded in the work plan, including RAMS 		
or TRA; An overview is also available on the ASM “knowledge base” (Kennisbank) with regard to 		
the floor load per building section.
■ the site where the MEWP is to be used, is checked for any new risks before and during each shift;
■ where slewing equipment is in use, barricading or other suitable means shall be applied as required
to prevent persons encroaching into the slew zone;
■ if it is impossible to avoid working above operational areas with passers-by, the control measures set
out in paragraph 2.6.4 ‘Falling objects’ must be applied;
■ when working with a boom platform (cherry picker), the work area under the basket must be barri		
caded off to prevent unauthorised access by walking through the work area;
■ MEWPs are not used to provide access at height;
■ the basket is never exited at height. The works must be performed from within the basket;
■ the basket is not manoeuvred up if there are ropes, leads or hoses tied to the railing. Only once the
basket is in position may such items be hoisted up using a hoisting rope.
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The following control measures must be implemented:
■ Flashing lights must be placed to advise passers-by of the works at height;
■ Barricades must be placed to prevent injury to passers-by from any falling objects;
■ Warnings signs must be posted;
■ Staff working near the MEWP must receive instructions on how to control the MEWP from the 		
ground in case the basket has to be brought back down in an emergency situation;
■ It is prohibited to use an MEWP in the vicinity of exposed energized components;
■ This is only permitted if the power lines are switched voltage-free and a ‘site-prepared statement’ 		
has been received (see LOTOTO procedure, paragraph 2.3.3).
2.6.7
Erecting and dismantling of scaffolding
In advance: for the sake of clarity, in this chapter the “Principal” refers to the “Contractor” to build
scaffolding. The Dutch regulations “Scaffolding Directive” (Steigerrichtlijn) is leading with regard to the
construction and dismantling of scaffolding.
General
■ The order to build scaffolding is given by the contractor;
■ Contractor is responsible for scaffolding structures that are / will be placed on site of Schiphol;
■ When a scaffold is ready and inspected, it is provided with a scaffolding label and handed over to 		
the user. For the user, the scaffolding is then a work equipment within the framework of the
Working Conditions Act (Arbo-wet);
■ The user must ensure that the scaffolding remains in the same condition as it was delivered by the 		
scaffolding firm;
■ Scaffolding must be built and inspected in accordance with the Scaffolding Directive (richtlijn
steigers).
Surface, environment and access
■ Scaffolding is safely accessible and can be safely exited;
■ Scaffolding must not contain any protruding parts that pose a risk of impact or tripping.
■ Installation parts, such as rotating parts that are accessible on a scaffold and that cause danger, must
also be screened off;
■ Scaffolding components must not obstruct the passage of existing stairs;
■ Scaffolding components must not obstruct emergency stops, fire detectors & sprinklers;
■ After placing the scaffolding, there must be sufficient ambient lighting at the location of the scaf		
folding;
■ Scaffolding parts may not block installation parts such as: motors, service cabinets etc.;
■ When building on grid or plate floors such as, for example, checker plates, there are wooden floor 		
parts under each upright, which span at least two floor beams to spread the floor load and prevent
point load.
■ Existing installation parts such as railings, floors may never be removed without the permission of 		
the scaffolding firm:
■ Scaffolding floors must first be vacuumed before removing the scaffolding so that no pollution can
occur.
Work floors
■ Scaffolding work floors have a Standard bearing capacity of 3 kN / m². Deviations from the
assignment must be stated on the scaffolding receipt, stating the reason;
■ To limit the fire load the work floors are made of steel floor parts. Wooden floor parts are only
allowed if the use of Standard steel floor parts impairs the functionality or safety of the scaffolding.
Work floors have steel railings all around (handrail + knee rail) and a kick edge.
■ Work floors, if installed above the operational area, must be provided with fire-retardant foil so 		
that no dirt and / or material ends up in the operation.
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Grounding of scaffolding and use of power tools
■ If there is an electrical installation on or near the scaffold or if electrical tools are used on the 		
scaffold, it is necessary that scaffolding is provided with earthing in accordance with the scaffolding
directive. Although we speak of “grounding” we are actually talking about the equalization of 		
potential differences in potential. The earth value is not measured or recorded;
■ The earth wires (2 pieces) are installed by the scaffolding builder.
Collision protection
■ Scaffolding structures that are built on locations where there is a risk that vehicles could collide 		
with this structure, must be provided with effective collision protection. The implementation must 		
be in accordance with the expected risk;
■ Collision protection is provided by the scaffolding firm that installs the scaffolding;
Delivery and transfer
■ Each scaffold must be inspected by the scaffolding firm upon delivery. The scaffolding must meet all
legal requirements, the Scaffolding Directive and the additional requirements stated in these
regulations. The most important points of this are included in the checklist of the scaffolding firm;
■ Before commissioning, a delivery check is carried out and the scaffolding is taken by Schiphol in the
presence of the contractor / user (or its representative).
■ If the contractor is not the user, the scaffolding will be transferred by the contractor to the actual 		
user who will subsequently be held responsible for maintaining the construction and safety of the 		
scaffolding and the work to be carried out on it;
■ In the event of calamities, the contractor of the parcel concerned can, on behalf of Schiphol, give 		
approval outside of day and office shifts to install the scaffolding within their parcel.
Responsibilities
Client to build scaffolding
The contractor or another company appointed as principal in the context of the assignment.to built
the scaffold. In the event of an assignment from Schiphol, the latter acts as the client. The contractor is
authorized to order scaffolding work within a responsibility area. The contractor is responsible for:
■ To request the required work permits;
■ Correct and complete assignment to scaffolding construction company, including safety measures;
■ Appointing a supervisor;
■ The presence of the work permit;
■ Informing all persons or departments involved in a scaffold.
Checking the scaffolding or having it checked:
■ To what extent is the scaffolding suitable for the activities for which it is intended.
■ To what extent the jetty is not an obstacle to Schiphol’s operations (passengers, escape routes,
emergency facilities, etc.)
Coordinating supervisor
The officer who supervises the safe execution of the (scaffolding) work on behalf of the client. The
coordinating supervisor carries out checks on behalf of the client on:
■ The safe execution of the scaffolding work;
■ The subjects mentioned under the second point for the client. If deviations are found, he will
indicate this and report this to the client.
Scaffolder
The scaffold builder will only start the scaffolding work if he has a valid work permit (OVA). The scaffold builder is responsible for the safe execution of the scaffolding and the scaffolding construction
work.
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User
■ The user is not allowed to make changes to a scaffold.
■ In case of observed deviations on the scaffolding:
–		 He leaves the scaffolding and points out any other people present;
–		 He removes the scaffolding label, so that the red imprint “No access” appears and hands the 		
			 scaffolding label to his client.
2.7 		 PERSONAL PROTECTION EQUIPMENT (PPE)
2.7.1
Personal Protection Equipment (PPE)
At all Construction and maintenance sites, the use of the following PPE is mandatory for everyone who
enters the site as a visitor or to perform works:
■ Safety boots with ankle protection (S3/S5 with ankle protection or higher);
■ High visibility vest or jacket (in accordance with EN 471);
■ At dusk, during the evening and night and poor visibility conditions high visibility pants are also 		
mandatory when working along roads where traffic is expected;
■ The clothing must consist of a clean vest and jackets must be closed;
■ Safety helmet (in accordance with EN 397 or higher);
■ Or a bump cap in technical baggage areas;
■ Safety glasses or over-glasses (in accordance with EN 166 or higher);
■ Face shield in addition to safety glasses when using such as abrasive wheels, angle grinders or 		
chainsaw ;
■ Safety gloves (EN 388 or alternative, based on the hazards);
■ Additional PPE may be required if specified in the RAMS or TRA.
If the use of the above PPE creates additional risks in the performance of specific works, an exemption
from the applicable PPE obligation may be applied for. This exemption may be applied for after consultation with the Client and must be submitted to the HSE Office of Schiphol. The application for an
exemption must always be substantiated with a RAMS or TRA.
Different regulations may therefore apply to certain areas. A generic exemption list is also available.
2.7.2
Dress codes
Company clothing must be worn which clearly shows the logo of the Contractor. All staff must wear
clothing suitable for the works to be performed. Legs and upper arms must be covered at all times. Persons working near moving machinery must ensure that no clothing or body parts are caught in moving
components. Clothing soiled with grease, paint, thinners, solvents etc. may not be worn because of
reduces High visibility.
Legs and upper arms must be covered at all times; Short pants, skirts and sleeveless shirts are not permitted;
2.8			 EXEMPTION FROM THE PROHIBITION ON DIGGING
2.8.1
General
At Schiphol, all digging works are prohibited unless, after submission of an application form,
an exemption is issued by Schiphol Asset Management.
2.8.2. Permit for digging works and soil drilling
For all ground breaking works, an “Exemption from the Prohibition on Digging” permit is required. The
Contractor is responsible for the application for the Exemption from the Prohibition on Digging and for
the strict compliance with its provisions.
During the excavation works, a qualified staff member of the Contractor must inspect the works daily.
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2.8.3. Control measures during digging works
If the risk exists of a trench slipping/collapsing and burying staff, adequate supporting measures and/or
the correct excavation slope must be determined by a qualified person of the Contractor
The control measures to be established for the purpose of digging works must be adapted to the expected load. The necessary load capacity must be carefully determined by the Contractor.
2.8.4. Minimum requirements
For all digging works to be performed, the Contractor must comply with the following requirements:
■
■
■
■
■

All underground utilities (communication lines, fuel and power lines) must be identified and
protected against damage or displacement;
The Contractor is in possession of a Client-approved work plan (including a RAMS or TRA) for the 		
works to be performed;
The CROW guidelines also apply to excavation work;
Supervision of the excavation work is part of the daily tasks of the Contractor.
The executive employees must be trained and instructed for this and work in accordance with the 		
applicable guidelines

2.9			 USE OF ALCOHOL, DRUGS AND MEDICATION
2.9.1. Smoking
Smoking, including the use of electronic cigarettes, is only permitted in the designated areas.
2.9.2. Drugs, alcohol and medication
The employee may not use or be under the influence of alcohol or drugs in the performance of his / her
work.
The employee who uses or is going to use medication that can have such an influence on the physical
and / or mental condition that safety is at stake, will consult with his / her superior.
Any suspicion of acting in violation of the above should be discussed with the manager.
2.10		 MINIMISING NUISANCE
During the works, Schiphol continues to operate normally: “we are always open”.
All staff working in operational areas of Schiphol must be able to continue to perform their tasks safely,
even if construction works are taking place in the immediate vicinity. Passengers and visitors must also
be able to continue to use all the facilities, such as shops, restaurants, cafes and other services of the
airport. All measures must be approved by the Client in order to limit nuisance as much as possible.
2.11		 GOOD HOUSEKEEPING
By definition, construction sites pose increased risks. Waste and debris increase these risks and must always be removed. Accidents due to slipping, tripping and falling are often a direct consequence of poor
housekeeping at the worksite. Poor housekeeping is also the most important cause of Foreign Object
Damage or FOD (see paragraph 2.11.1).
To ensure that good housekeeping becomes an integral part of the work process, this subject must be
discussed at all pre-work briefings.
Food waste attracts birds that can represent a risk to aircraft taking off and landing. Food waste must
be stored in sealed bins and emptied daily.
Consideration must also be given to the storage of any materials that may cause a fire hazard (fire load)
and to the prevention of fire at the construction site.
All materials waste or other, will be stored inside the work area perimeter in a manner not to cause a
security, Foreign Object Damage or FOD or tripping hazard, or with prior approval of the client stored
with barricades outside of the work area to minimise the visual impact.
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Sufficient time must be scheduled in to allow for proper tidying and cleaning up. Good housekeeping
not only applies to the construction site, but also to storage locations, workshops and offices.
If due to a lack of order and tidiness situations arise that may result in tripping, slipping, fire hazards or
FOD, this must be resolved immediately.
2.11.1 Prevention of Foreign Object Debris / Foreign Object Damage (FOD)
Waste and remnants of construction materials (Foreign Object Debris) can badly damage aircraft engines (Foreign Object Damage). For this reason, all objects must be properly secured or fixed to prevent
them from ending up at Airside. The Contractor is responsible for implementing the control measures
stipulated by Schiphol for the prevention of FOD. The correct control measures must be established
when using plastic bags, barrier tape, foam insulation or any other light, brittle materials.
Spilled materials must be cleaned up immediately. The Contractor must have procedures in place for
regular cleaning and for the management of construction materials and waste.
Waste bins and containers must either be closable or covered with nets at all times.
2.11.2 Pests
It is the responsibility of the contractor that a risk assessment has been carried out to identify any pests
in the environment within projects outside the Terminal (Infra projects). Measures must be taken to
control pests, as well as measures to limit the negative consequences such control for staff.
The correct pesticides are determined in consultation with the Client and the HSE Office.
A preferred supplier will/must be contracted for the control and extermination of pests within the Terminal. The material safety data sheets for the pesticides used must be available at all times.
See also the topic “Pest Control” in “Services and Information” on intranet. For questions regarding
pests, please contact terminalfacilityservice@schiphol.nl.
2.12		 LIFTING & HOISTING
This Golden Rule relates to all hoisting and lifting activities at Schiphol where mobile cranes, tower cranes and truck-mounted cranes are used. NB: a permit is always required for this work at Schiphol (OVA
cranes), which must be issued by Schiphol. The permit is accompanied by a “Lifting plan” approved by
the Client. This Golden Rule does not apply to loader cranes where the load is placed directly from the
bucket on the ground.
2.12.1 Minimum requirements
Before lifting and hoisting activities are performed, the supervisor in charge must ensure that:
■ the Contractor has submitted a lifting & hoisting plan for the activities that must be performed and
that this plan has been approved by the Client;
■ a certified rigger (hijsbegeleider) is present, identifiable by an orange helmet and formally
appointed by the Contractor to supervise the Lifting & hoisting activities, including the supervision 		
of the area where the hoisting activities are prepared and at the final unloading site;
■ the hoisting loads are secured by certified slingers with the aid of certified and approved hoisting 		
equipment.
■ If the situation allows both functions can be combined;
■ All hoisting and lifting equipment has been inspected and the certificates are available at the crane.
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2.12.2 Lifting & Hoisting plans
Generic Lifting & hoisting plans must be drawn up for all routine hoisting activities.
Specific, critical lifting & hoisting plans must be drawn up for complex Lifting & hoisting activities and
added to the H&S plan or work permit, including a RAMS or TRA. This concerns the following hoisting
activities:
■ hoisting activities involving hazardous substances (e.g. explosive substances, highly volatile
substances);
■ Lifting & hoisting above operational area;
■ Manned work basket are only used with a work plan approved by certified HVK. (New Dutch
legislation);
■ Lifting & hoisting activities during which multiple cranes are used in each other’s hoisting areas;
■ Lifting &hoisting activities during which the centre of gravity may change;
■ Lifting & hoisting activities where the weight of the load is 80% or more of the calculated capacity 		
according to the Lifting & hoisting load table of the hoisting equipment;
■ Lifting & hoisting activities with MLR configurations (Multiple Lift Rigging: one load in multiple 		
cranes or other exceptional or technically difficult hoisting configurations;
■ Lifting & hoisting activities involving submerged loads;
■ all lifting & hoisting activities which, in the assessment of the crane driver, must be considered
critical.
The contractor will provide critical Lifting & hoisting plans that must be available and be discussed during the general kick-off meeting.
2.12.3 Use of excavators as cranes
Excavators may only be used for hoisting or lifting under the following conditions:
■ use complies with the user manual or CE declaration;
■ do not lift using the bucket teeth; ensure a safe setup;
■ they are subjected to a thorough visual inspection before use;
■ the Safe Work Load (SWL) is indicated;
■ annual checks and inspections are performed:
■ slings, hoisting belts and chains are in good condition; closed type hook;
■ certificates and inspection certificates present at the workplace;
■ they are re-inspected following modification or repairs; new EC declaration of compliance and CE 		
mark (ref: Machinery Directive / Machinerichtlijn).
■ cylinders equipped with hose failure protection; lifting table present in crane manual.
2.12.4 Use of cranes for piling works
If cranes are used for piling works, it must be established that the jib and the hoisting ropes will not be
overloaded. A configuration inspection must be performed before use.
The removal of piles and sheet pile elements may also put additional loads on the crane. To establish
that the safe operational limits are not exceeded, a calculation is required.
In addition to the “exemption from digging ban” (ontheffing graafverbod) the following general
requirements must be complied with:
■ The jib must be kept as short as possible;
■ The crane manufacturer’s manual must be checked to ensure that piling works are permitted;
■ Piles must be removed smoothly with constant pulling power;
■ Consideration must be given to fitting a buffer spring/shock absorber between the crane hook and
pile hammer extractor.
2.12.5 Inspection of hoisting equipment
All hoisting equipment (slings, slings and chain work) must be subject to an inspection by an accredited
body at least annually. This inspection carried out must be clearly visible on the work equipment as well
as the date of the next re-inspection. Certificates must be present for all lifting equipment stating the
serial number, date of last inspection and the competent authority that carried out the inspection.
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3. Safety
3.1			
GENERAL
The following requirements apply to all staff working at the Construction and maintenance sites of
Schiphol.
3.1.1
Code of conduct for staff
How we treat each other within Schiphol is set out in the Code of Conduct. The Code of Conduct
contains general rules of conduct and rules relating to matters such as contact with business relations
and the use of IT facilities. It also includes agreements about handling wrongdoing, such as undesirable
behaviour and fraud. In addition, staff members must comply with the internal procedures that apply to
them.
Violation of laws, rules and procedures can result in damages to our clients, our employees, our company and our reputation. It is therefore every colleague’s moral duty to make a report if you are aware
that someone within our organisation is or has been involved in matters which violate our rules of conduct, procedures or laws and regulations. To do so, you can contact your manager within Schiphol, your
manager’s manager, or contact the Integrity Committee directly by sending an email to integriteitscommissie@schiphol.nl.
Staff engaging in undesirable behaviour (horse play, bullying, discrimination, intimidation, aggression)
or who possess or use alcohol or drugs, are immediately removed from the Construction and maintenance sites of Schiphol (see section 8).
3.1.2
Radios and electronic equipment
Radios, MP3-players and similar devices causing a nuisance are prohibited. Earphones and headphones
are prohibited.
In areas classified as ATEX-areas’, equipment with batteries (including mobile phones and pagers) is
prohibited, unless it is approved for use in such areas and the Client has given permission in writing.
Staff members with hearing aids/pacemakers must first present a medical certificate of no objection
before they may enter areas classified as ‘high-risk’.
Phones should only be used when it is safe to use.
3.1.3
Communication
Communication within Schiphol projects is in Dutch and English. However, due to the size of the projects, the expectation is that many languages and cultures will be represented amongst staff.
To enable efficient communication and to ensure that HSE information is understood by everyone, the
Contractor must ensure the following:
■ The construction management must be able to communicate in English and/or Dutch;
■ The foreman/supervisor must be able to communicate in English and/or Dutch and in the language 		
of the staff for which he/she is responsible;
■ The Contractor must ensure that all instructions are given in a language comprehensible to staff;
■ All documentation produced by the Contractor for use by staff must consist of images or must be 		
translated into a language comprehensible to staff;
■ Staff members who do not speak or understand Dutch or English are not permitted to work alone.
3.2			 STANDARD CONSTRUCTION SITE RULES
At a minimum, these rules must appear in the construction site regulations and must be discussed in
advance. A series of minimum requirements for the construction site is included in chapter 10 annex.
3.3			 VCA CERTIFICATION (SAFETY CHECKLIST CONTRACTORS)
Staff involved in the project must have one of the following certificates (or equivalent):
■ Staff: Basic SCC Basic (B-SCC, or in Dutch: VCA Basis);
■ Supervisors and management: Safety for Operational Supervisors SCC (SOS-SCC, or in Dutch: VOL-		
VCA).
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Prior to the induction, the certificate shall be checked by the contractors H&S coordinator. Staff who are
unable to present these documents are not permitted to attend the induction and therefore will have
no access to the construction site. The period of validity of the individual SCC numbers can be checked
in the public database: https://cdr.ssvv.nl.
3.4			 RISK ASSESSMENT METHOD STATEMENT (RAMS) OR TRA
To ensure that the construction works are completely under control, contractors must perform a full
RAMS or TRA analysis before the start of all works. All RAMS or TRA analyses must be assessed and
approved by the Client before the works are start.
If there is a specific situation or environment (workplace) with risks that are not common or not described in the regular RI&E, or if there is deviation from the standard working methods, a Task Risk Analysis
is drawn up.
See also the matrix in Appendix 2: Criteria for H&S plan / RAMS / Work plan / TRA.
At a minimum, the RAMS or TRA analyses must contain the following 9 points:
1. The scope of the work;
2. The sequence and schedule of the works;
3. The project organisation of the HSE management;
4. HSE risks and measures
5. Entry and exit;
6. Plant and equipment to be used;
7. Required training certificates for critical functions;
8. Hazardous materials and substances;
9. Waste management;
The RAMS or TRA analyses are used as reference documents for the HSE briefings prior to the work.
3.5			
WORK PERMITS
The Contractor must follow the applicable permit process of Schiphol, but where this is required in this
HSE Standard, the Contractor must also develop and implement a procedure for work permits as part of
the H&S coordination Implementation.
Construction, repair or demolition works may never be performed without:
■ the required construction, demolition and environmental permits;
■ prior written permission from an entity of Royal Schiphol Group N.V.
■ a written permit issued by the Schiphol Permit portal (Kermit/Operational Permit Application).
All permits issued must be stored at the worksite and, upon request, be presented to the Client. During
the permit application procedure, an assessment will take place of, amongst other things, nuisance to
operations, fire safety and work safety.
The approved work permits must be kept on the construction site with the team that performs the
works for which a permit is required.
Prior to the works, a copy of the work permit must be attached to the form of the HSE briefing (see
paragraph 3.6).
3.6			 GENERAL KICK-OFF MEETING (PROJECTS)
The general kick-off meeting within a project prior to the works focuses on communicating information
for working safely (including the RAMS or TRA) to staff.
All staff who are to perform works must confirm with their signature that they have been informed of
the safe work method and that they understand their task and which risks and safety measures there
are. With this signature, they also confirm that they will comply with the agreements made.
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A record is kept of the general kick-off meeting, including date, topics, and attendees.
3.7		 DAILY BRIEFING
Before the start of every shift, the (operational) supervisor must inform staff of the work that must be
performed that day and inform staff of any changes. The daily briefing is an interactive briefing between supervisor and staff at the work location construction site in which at least the following matters
are discussed:
■ Refresher of the briefing prior to the task (paragraph 3.6) and discussion of any problems that were
encountered during the previous shift:
■ Is your location safe?
■ Have you chosen a safe work method?
■ Are the correct, approved and safe tools and the correct, approved and safe plant gear and
equipment available?
■ Are your colleagues safe?
■ Any important information from the daily coordination meetings?
■ Last Minute Risk Analysis (LMRA) for the scheduled works, either in a team or individually.
■ Modified information regarding BHV such as emergency response officers on duty, the alarm
procedure and escape routes;
If during an LMRA changes in the work methods are identified, staff involved must notify the responsible supervisor. The works may not be performed before the RAMS or TRA has been assessed by the
supervisor. In essence, it must be about determining the risks and the necessary control measures.
3.8		 TOOLBOX
In addition to the above briefings, all staff members must receive at least a monthly ‘toolbox’ from their
supervisor based on the actuality of the project.
The purpose of a toolbox is to provide ongoing training and to increase the awareness of specific HSE
topics or issues. The HSE team of the Contractor decides on the topic of the weekly briefing.
A record is kept of the Toolbox meeting, including date, topics, and attendees.
3.9			 CONSTRUCTION SITE INDUCTION AND HSE TRAINING
Anyone working at Schiphol must complete the proper Safety training before he/she is permitted access
to the construction site.
3.9.1
Schiphol construction site introduction
Schiphol has a Schiphol-specific safety instruction film aimed at construction and maintenance. This
film is available digitally and must be completed with a test. After the positive conclusion of the test,
the personal project pass will be issued by the project pass agency. The Golden Rules of Safety will be
central during this safety instruction film.
After successful completion and registration of this training (s) by the employee, the required passes
with authorizations are issued by the Project Pass Office. A project pass is also necessary to reach the
construction and maintenance location behind Schiphol security.
3.9.2
Project specific instruction Contractor
In addition to the general safety instruction film from Schiphol, the Contractor (H&S coordinator for
implementation) must provide information & instructions about project-specific points of attention to
(new) employees before the start of the work.
■ Presentation of the specific construction project;
■ Instruction to enter this construction and maintenance site
■ The safety program of the project;
■ Consultation and instruction on H&S topics
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■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

BHV organization within and outside the construction area;
Emergency procedures for fire, evacuation and first aid;
Reporting and investigation of incidents;
Safe working practices and areas;
The work permit procedure;
Day start;
Fire prevention and protection;
Surveillance and enforcement.

3.9.3
Training
The contractor must archive all record of the training and instruction that employee have followed and
be able to provide them upon request. The necessary professional competence must be demonstrable
on request on the project. Digitally is allowed. For critical functions such as traffic controller, manhole
guard or crane operator, the employee must demonstrate professional competence on location (e.g. by
means of a pass) upon request. See also VCA’s SSVV training guide.
The list beneath is non-exhaustive and only reflects the minimum requirements. The Contractor must
develop a list with training requirements for the specific tasks. This registration must be present at the
project.

Tools, equipment and activities

Demonstrable professional
competence is mandatory

Excavators, rollers, graders, dozers
First aid & use of fire-fighting equipment (BHV)
Fork lifts/telescopic handlers
Working at height – Use of a harness
Hoisting equipment (crane driver, slinger, rigger)
Mobile lift platform/scissor lift
Respiratory protection equipment
Scaffolding and work platforms (erection, alteration, dismantling)
Works on live electrical installations
Confined spaces / saftyy-guard.

3.10		 ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION ON SITE
The Contractor must draw up a plan for the required electrical distribution on site. This plan is an integral part of the permit application procedure (TVA and OVA).
The purpose of this plan is to identify the requirements relating to electrical facilities at the Construction or maintenance site. At a minimum, drawings with the location of electrical distribution cabinets
must be present. This information must be updated throughout the project.
Temporary meter cabinets (main distribution cabinet):
■ must be locked,
■ positioned stably,
■ present within the construction area,
■ provided with a group classification and equipped with earth leakage switches (300mAbij > 32A and
30mA at < 32A (also for 400 V).
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■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Earth leakage switches must be tested at least every month.
Keys may only be in the possession of authorised staff.
Distribution cabinets must be fitted with an electrical hazard warning sign.
Sufficient numbers of (locked) sub-distribution cabinets must be installed with an earth leakage 		
switch, in a max. of one loop, with a limited number of extension cables and cable reels;
Cables must be positioned in such a way that they cannot be damaged by traffic, transport and 		
works.
Cables should preferably be installed at height. Ensure no sagging by using regular attachments.
If used above transport routes/roads, ensure sufficient height is achieved.
Cables for domestic use are not permitted.
Circuit breakers must be present at clear and easily accessible locations on the work or production 		
floor.
In addition to the equipment, machines must also be fitted with circuit breakers.

3.11		 MEDICAL SCREENING
Every employee in the construction sector is entitled to occupational health care in accordance with the
guidelines under the Netherlands Working Conditions Act.
This care, including medical screening, is laid down in the collective labour agreement for the construction industry: the package ‘individual preventive care’.
3.12		 TESTING & INSPECTION
Machinery tools and other tools must be functional. In order for these work equipment to permanently
comply with the established SHE requirements, they must be inspected periodically according to legal
guidelines by an accredited institution or expert. This ensures that approved work equipment
is used. The inspection expiry date is indicated on the work equipment. (ref: Working Conditions Decree
Articles 7.4 and 7.4 a, Machinery Commodities Act Decree, NEN3140 and VCA).
3.13		 BARRICADES AND SIGNAGE
This Standard applies for the entire duration of the works to offices, workshops, worksites or roads/
walkways that are used by staff of the Contractor or its subcontractors. For more detail information see: “Voorschriften voor werkgebied afzettingen Schiphol”.
See also www.schiphol.nl/veiligheid: HSE in the Construction Process: Implementation Conditions OPS
terminal (HSE in het Bouwproces: Uitvoeringsvoorwaarden OPS terminal).
3.13.1 General
Construction or maintenance sites that present imminent dangers must be barricaded using an appropriate fixed red and white barrier. Only staff who are working to eliminate a problem may be inside the
barricaded area. Entry by any other staff is strictly prohibited.
Areas that present physical hazards must be barricaded using an appropriate red and white barricade.
Staff may carefully pass through these areas if they are aware of the hazards and have been given a
signal from the person controlling the hazards that they may pass.
3.13.2 Barricades
The purpose of a barricade is to warn of a hazard and to indicate the parameters of the risk area. A
barricade is either “hard” or “soft”, depending on the intended use and the nature of the hazard that
is being controlled.
■ Tape barriers (soft barricades) are used as very temporary warnings or access restrictions and may 		
not be used as edge protection;
■ Airside barricades / barriers must always be “hard” to prevent FOD;
■ Solid barriers (hard barricades) are used to protect against exposure to long-term hazards, to restrict
access and/or as fall protection. Around an opening in the floor or hole in the ground, fixed barriers
must be placed that can withstand horizontal and vertical forces, so that persons cannot walk into 		
the opening or hole when there is no cover on the opening/hole.
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Within construction areas construction staff and construction-/delivery traffic must be physically separated with a solid barrier with clearly indicated crossings. The CROW-96 guidelines (Dutch regulation) also
apply to excavation work along public roads.
3.13.3 Signage
In principle, Construction and Maintenance sites are always completely fenced off. Inside the Terminal
with hoardings, and outside the Terminal with site fencing. At every entrance to a construction site,
construction signage must be posted in the familiar Schiphol style and, depending on the project, in a
language understandable for employees. Usually Dutch or English at Schiphol. At a minimum, the
signage must provide the following information (in pictograms and text):
■ Authorized staff only (‘Alleen bevoegd personeel’);
■ PPE required (‘Verplichte PBM’);
■ Drivers report to (‘Chauffeurs melden bij’);
■ Go to the supervisor (‘Alle medewerkers melden bij uitvoerder’);
■ Golden Rules of Safety of Schiphol.
In addition, the following requirements apply:
■ Warnings signs must be provided against possible risks, such as fire hazards, electrical equipment, 		
openings/holes, falling objects, harmful noise, water and power facilities, overhead power lines and
other hazards;
■ Mandatory signs must be provided to enforce the use of personal protection equipment and to 		
provide specific instructions for the specific tasks or circumstances, e.g. reversing into a parking 		
space or a PPE-free zone;
■ Prohibitive signs must be posted for prohibited access, smoking and open fire prohibited, parking 		
prohibitions and any other prohibitions;
■ Signs with fire symbols must be posted next to fire-fighting facilities (e.g. fire extinguishers, fire 		
hydrants, dry riser connection points, fire blankets, etc.);
■ All emergency exits, passageways, fire doors, first aid stations, eye wash stations and emergency 		
muster points must be indicated with safety signs;
■ Signage and warning tape must be regularly cleaned and must be immediately replaced when
damaged.
3.13.4 Floor and wall penetrations
Any staff member creating a hole or opening in a floor or wall must have permission for this from the
supervisor in charge. The supervisor of a staff member who makes a hole or opening in a floor or wall
is responsible for this hole or opening being covered in the correct manner. Before a hole or opening is
made in a floor or wall, the supervisor must ensure that suitable physical barricades are placed. Safety
signs or tape around a hole or opening are inadequate as this will not prevent staff from entering the
area where the hole or opening is.
■ No materials may be stored on covers of floor openings due to a risk of overloading;
■ Anyone working inside a barricaded area around a floor or wall opening (danger zone, Fall risk) 		
must wear and use a suitable safety harness attached to an appropriate fixing point.
■ Covers for floor openings are not permitted to be used as a foundation for scaffolding or Mobile 		
Elevated Work Platform (MEWPs), unless they have sufficient support capacity and have been
approved by the HSE department of the Maincontractor;
■ Whenever any type of cover referred to in this Standard has to be removed, the staff member(s) 		
removing it must always have permission from the supervisor. The supervisor will then inspect the 		
area where the cover(s) must be removed to determine what control measures must be taken;
■ All covers over holes or openings must be marked by the contractor as follows: FLOOR OPENING – 		
DANGER, DO NOT REMOVE (‘VLOERSPARING – GEVAAR, NIET VERWIJDEREN’).
■ Floor and wall penetrations are a mandatory subject in a RAMS or TRA.
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4. Environment
4.1			
HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES
4.1.2
Inventory of hazardous substances
An inventory must be made of hazardous and toxic substances, including the amounts that are or at
any time will be present on site. On building sites a site map must be attached to the inventory showing
where the substances are stored. For smaller quantity in small projects and maintenance a list and location of storage is available.
The inventory and site map must be updated monthly, or as often as is required to ensure that the
inventory is an up-to-date and accurate record of the substances present on site.
A copy of the inventory must be available for emergency services at the entrance to the site and in the
storage locations.
4.1.2
Storage locations
The permanent and temporary storage locations must be according to PSG 15 and warning signs must
be affixed to all access doors.
Storage at the same location of substances capable of reacting with each other under normal conditions
or in the event of a disaster, is prohibited (e.g. oxidising and flammable substances or acids and bases).
Corrosive, flammable and explosive substances or compressed air containers may not be stored in areas
that are accessible to the public.
Regardless of the quantity, hazardous liquids must be stored on bunded pallets or in bunded containers
in order to prevent spillages.
The storage of hazardous substances on site must be limited to the quantity required for the work.
When working in areas accessible to the public, hazardous substances may never be left unattended.
Empty tanks and containers must be removed daily from the worksite and may never be left unattended in areas accessible to the public.
It is strictly prohibited to store gas cylinders in areas accessible to the public or at Airside. During breaks
or at the end of a shift, gas cylinders must be stored in a location that is inaccessible to the public.
4.1.3
Material Safety Data Sheets (VIB/SDS) and Control of Substances Hazardous to Health
The Contractor must draw up a procedure to ensure that for all hazardous substances used, material
SDSs are present at the site. First aid responders must have access to the material SDSs.
The use of hazardous substances must be subject to an HSE risk assessment according to the “Policy on
hazardous substances” of the contractor. The findings of the risk assessment are determinative for the
maximum quantity of a hazardous substance that may be present at the worksite and for the safe work
methods that must be adhered to.
The risk assessment must be part of the HSE briefing prior to the works. The information is used for the
storage, use and removal of substances and for determining the necessary risk control measures and
emergency measures.
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4.1.4
Labels for storage
The Contractor must draw up a procedure to ensure that containers that are used at the site for the
storage or transport of hazardous substances are labelled in the correct manner and that they specify
the physical hazards and health risks of the substances in the containers. The ADR regulations must be
consulted for transport labelling.

4.1.5
PPE (specifically for chemical substances)
If during the performance of the works measures are not feasible or insufficient, the correct Personal
Protection Equipment (PPE) and facilities for chemical hygiene must be made available and must be
used for the transport, use and storage of hazardous or toxic substances.
The risk assessment /TRA or available workplace instruction card will determine which PPE must be used.
4.1.6
Emergency facilities and equipment
■ Spill kit: a spill kit must be present at locations where liquid hazardous substances are stored and/or
used and can lead to a possible leak.
■ Fire-fighting facilities: fire-fighting facilities must be selected on the basis of the characteristics and
quantity of the hazardous substances.
■ Eye wash station or if required by Risk Assessment or TRA a drench shower: at locations where there
is a risk that eyes or body of staff may come into contact with corrosive, severely irritating or toxic 		
chemicals, (private) eye wash station or drench showers must be present. Personal eye wash stations
may be used in addition to the emergency facilities. They may not be used as a substitute for the 		
emergency facilities. The fluid in personal eye wash station must be checked visually every month to
ensure that it is clean and does not contain visible sediments.
4.2			 WATER AND SOIL MANAGEMENT
4.2.1
Extracting and discharging groundwater
In case where (ground) water has to be extracted and discharged, this is recorded in or is part of an
HSE plan under Water and Soil Management. For the required permit (s) and / or notification (s), the
extraction and discharge will have to be assessed via the Schiphol permits department (Centraal Meldpunt Vergunningen), which will take care of this on the basis of the information provided. For this, the
project will have to provide the following information:
■ a description of the location / installation where and how the (ground) water will be extracted and
discharged
■ in the case of contaminated (ground) water, the correct measures must be determined and applied
so that the discharge is purified to such an extent that the applicable regulations are complied with.
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When describing the above points, the technical data such as run-off coefficients, topographical aspects, meteorological history, design criteria, operational criteria and, the emergency plan must also be
taken into account. In addition, a substantiation to ensure that the location / installation is accurately
described and that the measures are taken are properly prepared for the site / installation and project
conditions.
4.2.2
Central reporting point for permits
New projects must be reported to the central licensing reporting point. Contacts with the licensing authorities run through the licensing contact persons. The permits contact persons provide support when
applying for permits. Have you registered a new activity with the permits reporting center? Then the
licensing coordinators will engage the various contact persons. They determine which permit and / or
exemption must be applied for. They also arrange the application with the relevant government agency
register new activity. Do you want to register a new activity? Fill in the questionnaire first and mail it to
vergunningen@schiphol.nl. Please note: please also send overview and situation drawings, impressions
and photos. This helps us to process the request.
4.3			
AIR QUALITY
Sources of air pollution, such as dust, carbon monoxide, welding fumes, or combustion gases, may occur
in concentrations that require control of exposure to these sources. Where necessary, the contractor
must have air quality analyzed to obtain information on possible contaminants. When air quality is
insufficient, the following strategies should be applied.
4.3.1
Suction and filtration
Before considering control measures to improve ventilation and thus air quality, it is important to consider whether the source of the contamination can be removed (occupational hygiene strategy: source
approach). Dust extraction must be used for dust-producing activities. If source extraction is not possible, nebulization is required. Combustion engines are not allowed inside the Terminal. In welding processes source extraction should be applied. Filters of extraction equipment should be replaced in time
according to the user manual. If dust-producing work in operational area should take place in enclosed
areas so that the passengers are not bothered. Contaminants of dust should be removed with vacuum
cleaners with the correct filters.
4.3.2
Improvement of the ventilation
If the source of the air pollution cannot be eliminated, ventilation improvements must be considered.
By changing the airflow in an enclosed area, bad air can be directed outside or away from the place
where staff is working.
Ventilation systems must be cleaned and inspected regularly to prevent accumulation and biological
growth (bacteria, moulds or viruses).
4.3.3
Air cleaners
Where ventilation improvements are ineffective, the installation of air cleaners must be considered.
The type of air cleaners that is suitable for the removal of specific contaminants must be selected on
the basis of analytical data obtained from air testing.
If it is known which pollutants are in the air, the chosen option is determined on the basis of the known
hazards.
4.3.4
Vehicle emissions
Schiphol aspires to be the most sustainable airport in the world. Many initiatives are implemented to
achieve this.
In order to contribute to the ambition of Schiphol, the Contractor must aspire to use transport
equipment l at level Euro 6.
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4.4			
DUST CONTROL
Dust control measures apply to all activities that may cause any pollution of air or water from dust in
the air and that may negatively impact airport operations.
Dust control includes measures to limit or prevent the transfer of dust via surfaces or via the air during
construction works.
■ Dust control measures are required under the following circumstances:
■ Indoor activities that generate dust;
■ Outdoor activities that generate dust and that may affect airport operations;
■ Outdoor activities that can effect workers, passers-by or affect others downstream;
■ Outdoor activities that generate dust and that may affect traffic;
Dust control measures must, if they are likely to apply, be specified in the RAMS or TRA
Before implementing the above measures, the Contractor must assess their effectiveness and potential
impact on the environment (air, water, soil).
Dust-generating tools must be connected to an effective extraction and filter system maintained in
accordance with the manufacturer’s requirements. If possible, the material is treated with a dustbinding substance.Dust-free activities should be restricted in areas accessible to the public. Any dust
released should be vacuumed with a vacuum cleaner with the correct type of filter.
For indoor work areas next to or near non-sensitive occupied areas where work is scheduled that
generates a lot of dust, the Contractor must consider the following mitigating measures:
■ Have the fire alarm system switched off according to the HWP procedure (see 2.5.2 below);
■ Demarcating construction sites from adjacent spaces with appropriate signage;
■ Providing sticky doormats at the entrances to construction sites to limit dust and dirt being
transferred from the worksite to the surrounding halls and corridors;
■ Providing barrier protection at the entrance to the construction site, an exhaust fan in the work 		
area that vents to the outside, and seal return grilles;
■ Taping off all doors except those essential for access;
■ Sealing all penetrations in walls prior to any demolition works;
■ Where necessary, spraying water during dust-generating activities to reduce the amount of dust 		
particles in the air;
■ Removing construction waste via an approved route, covered, netted or otherwise contained to 		
prevent dust generation, or removing the waste outside working hours.
If no measures are specified in the RAMS or TRA, they must be determined in the Last Minute Risk
Analysis (LMRA).
4.5			
NOISE CONTROL
When it is likely that there will be persistent noise pollution, and the noise cannot be reduced at the
source, the Contractor must arrange for a noise study of all activities. This assessment must be reviewed
on a regular basis.
Demarcated zones must be established on the basis of this assessment. Signs must be posted to indicate
areas with major noise pollution and to notify the PPE requirements for entering these areas, which
must have clearly defined boundaries.
The Contractor must provide noise awareness training to staff likely to be exposed for 8 hours or more
to a noise level exceeding 80 dB(A). Extra attention must be given to the proper fit of equipment, the
removal of hearing protection and “noise dose”.
Shifts of longer than 8 hours during a workweek longer than 5 days must be adjusted to ensure that
the noise dose equivalent to 8 hours/5 days a week is not exceeded. In these situations, expert advice is
required to determine acceptable levels and/or appropriate hearing protection equipment for longer
exposure to noise.
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4.6			
TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
The contractor will draw up a Traffic Management Plan for traffic measures for construction sites that
takes into account the requirements in this paragraph and the guidelines of CROW 96a/b. The road
traffic law on Airside also applies. Traffic measures can also be a part of the H&S-plan.
For traffic measures outside the construction sites, the contractor must comply with the regulations and
guidelines from the OVA Airside and OVA Landside. A traffic plan that has been worked out in detail
must be submitted for the permit to be issued.
Depending on the size and duration of the project, a separate plan is allowed. But most construction
projects within Schiphol do not justify a separate traffic plan. The traffic measures then form
part of the implementation phase of the H&S plan. A H&S plan is a living document that can be easily
modified during the project. Dutch legislation is very clear about this. In the short term, a BLVC plan
is drawn up by the contractors for large projects. BLVC = accessibility, quality of life, safety and
communication. Traffic measures are then part of the Accessibility of the project outside the construction fences.
Traffic controllers must be adequately trained for this. If requested, this authorization must be
demonstrated on location.
Pedestrians and vehicles must be separated by physical barriers at all times and in all cases. Where barriers and physical protection are provided next to pedestrian crossings, these must be vehicle crash-rated.
If necessary, additional control measures are taken.
All vehicles that are used for Schiphol activities must be in roadworthy condition (no defective lights,
worn or damaged tires, fluid leaks, cracked or broken mirrors, damaged body panels or doors, defective
seatbelts or seats, and no clutter on the floorboards. In addition, windows of vehicles may not be covered with curtains, cardboard, newspapers, tinfoil, etc. while participating in traffic
When vehicles enter the landside construction site, the flashing lights must be on continuously.
Flashing lights are not allowed on Airside.
All construction vehicles that are able to reverse must be equipped with a back-up reverse alarm. Moreover, in crowded areas and in publically accessible areas, a dedicated and trained ‘banksman’ must be
present to assist the driver with reversing. If the driver does not comply with the traffic rules of the site,
he/she may be disqualified from driving on the site.
Contractors must signpost the speed limit according to Schiphol rules and ensure that it is complied
with.
All access roads and other roads and walking routes must be adequately lit, properly signposted and
well maintained.
The Contractor must install, maintain and remove all required traffic facilities and safeguards.
Hard barricades are required at a safe distance around all excavation works to separate the area from
traffic and to prevent the side of the excavation from being overloaded.
The Contractor must maintain all roads under its management and must take dust control measures.
The relevant CROW96 guidelines apply.
Temporary lights and light plants may not be placed in such a way that they form an obstruction or hazard and these lights may not be placed or used in such a way that visual or physical nuisance is caused
to any air traffic or traffic on public roads.
Mobile cranes must comply to Schiphol Operations requirements according to the WCA permit, and be
part of the hoisting and lift plan.
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4.7			 MANAGEMENT OF WASTE AND HAZARDOUS WASTE
As much as possible, Contractors must limit the production of waste and must maximise the reuse/recycling of waste.
Waste materials must be separated to preserve the value of the material and to enable efficient processing. All waste must be separated and collected on site in the designated waste areas only.
It is not allowed to mix different waste materials based on nature, composition and / or concentration.
Exceptions to the mixing ban are own waste materials that cannot reasonably be kept separate.
The basic principle is that companies are obliged to keep all their waste materials separate and to deliver them separately, unless this cannot reasonably be expected of them.
		 Hazardous waste (including asbestos) must be kept separate by a company at all times.
Waste, for example asbestos or chrome-6 must be evaluated to determine whether it is hazardous. This
evaluation may include but is not limited to laboratory analyses, knowledge of the process or a review
of the material safety data sheets. All waste must be evaluated if the associated materials, processes or
conditions change or if this is required under a permit or exemption relating to the works.
All containers that are used for the storage of hazardous substances must comply with the PGS15 guidelines, in good condition (no dents, rust, cracks or weak spots), must be suitable for the type of waste
and be closed at all times (except when adding waste or emptying the container). See also BES: “Basic
Requirements Set Fire Safety Terminal for Fire Hazardous Activities” on the ASM knowledge base. (Kennisbank).
A company that processes hazardous waste must be contracted for the disposal of waste materials. If
applicable, all waste must be properly packaged for transport to an external location.
All transport or disposal of hazardous or toxic substances must, if applicable, be accompanied by a copy
of the material safety data sheet for that substance.
During transport to an external location, all hazardous waste must be accompanied by a hazardous
substances manifest (unless the relevant authorities have granted an exemption), the material must be
correctly marked and labelled, and the transport must be performed in accordance with the applicable
regulations. In accordance with ADR regulations for hazardous substances, emergency instructions must
be present in the cab of the truck.
For the processing and removal of applications containing asbestos and chrome6, reference is made to
the asbestos management plan and Chrome6 management plan. These can be consulted at www.schiphol.nl/veiligheid subject “hazardous substances”.
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5. Security en toegangsregelingen
In order to comply with legal requirements, Schiphol has drawn up regulations that apply to everyone
at the airport. In addition to the Schiphol Regulations, national and international laws and regulations
also apply to everyone at the airport.
The Schiphol Regulations are available at https://www.schiphol.nl/en/schiphol-regulations/. The Schiphol
Admission Regulations are available as an appendix to the Schiphol Regulations.
In order to obtain the Schiphol pass with the required authorisation(s), please visit the site of the Badge
Centre or consult the Client.

6.		 Emergency response plan
6.1			 COMPANY EMERGENCY RESPONSE PLAN
The general company emergency response plan of Schiphol must be discussed during the construction
site induction including the Schiphol alarm number 020-601 2222.
In the construction area, the contractor is responsible for emergency response, outside the emergency
response AAS. BHV AAS does always come to the scene for reports and are responsible for the emergency response coordination with the other emergency services.
6.2		 CALAMITEITENPLAN VAN DE OPDRACHTNEMER
Contractors must draw up project-specific emergency response plans based on the expected risks that
specify the actions the Contractor will take in emergency situations, including how and when notification and emergency procedures must be initiated. The principles from the Working Conditions Act are
leading in this regard, as well as the relationship with the airport’s emergency organization.
Depending on the size, duration and risks of the project, the emergency instructions can also be part of
the H&S-plan.
It is the responsibility of the Contractor that these requirements are communicated to all parties involved.
At a minimum, the Contractor must draw up emergency response plans for the following high-risk
activities:
■ Working at height – rescue plan / instructions for a person suspended in fall protection;
■ Confined space – emergency response plan / instructions for the evacuation of persons from a
confined space;
■ Tower crane – emergency response plan / instructions for the evacuation of persons from a crane 		
cabin;
■ Working alone in a remote location – emergency response plan / instructions for the rescue of a 		
person working in a remote location;
■ Hot Work – emergency response plan / instructions to address fire scenarios.
The emergency response plans must be communicated to staff involved in high-risk activities and the
Contractor must organise drills on a regular basis to guarantee the effectiveness of the emergency
response plan.
Contractor will provide a Schiphol agreed emergency response plan. The emergency plan must be
available during the general kick-off meeting.
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7. Incident reporting and investigation
Reference is made to the “Procedure for reporting, registering and investigating unwanted events ”
from Amsterdam Airport Schiphol see www.schiphol.nl/veiligheid.

8. HSE enforcement and disciplinary action
The activities of sanctioning for safety violations (safety) take place within the framework of Just
Culture. Just Culture means that when sanctioning a security violation, the intention of those involved,
their behavior before, at the time and after the violation and what can be expected of them on the
basis of their training, knowledge and experience are taken into account.
For more information: Manuals and Regulations (Handleidingen en Voorschriften)
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9. Document information
9.1

LIST OF DEFINITIONS

AAS

Amsterdam Airport Schiphol

Airside

Behind the security boundaries. See Schiphol rules for specific
signing and security levels.

ATEX

Places where an explosive atmosphere can form with the risk of
gas or dust explosion. ATEX stands for ATmosphères EXplosibles.

BHV

In-house emergency services as referred to in Article 15 of the Working Conditions Act.

(new-) Construction and
maintenance sites

An area where renovation or maintenance work is taking place. The (new) construction and maintenance locations must at least meet the requirements as stated in chapter 3.13 Safety markings.

Work area

An area where work takes place in the context of construction and / or maintenance. This area must at
least meet the requirements as stated in chapter 3.13 Safety markings.

Maintenance

Maintenance is the total of activities with the aim of keeping or returning machines, buildings, traffic
infrastructure, computer programs, etc. in “an acceptable condition”, in order to guarantee the required degree of functionality. Maintenance is understood to mean the commissioning and decommissioning of installation and assets, inspection activities, all forms of preventive and corrective maintenance
as well as activities related to interference suppression.

SRA

Soil Risk Analysis (in Dutch: Bodem Risico Analyse or BRA)

Contractor

Parties that work on behalf of an entity of Royal Schiphol Group N.V.

CMV

Central Permit Notification Center (Centraal Meldpunt Vergunningen).

FOD

Foreign Object Debris that can cause Foreign Object Damage

High-risk areas

Landing areas en Airplane Installation Place (VOP)

HSE

Health, Safety & Environment

Hot Work
Permit (HWP)

Permit for performing ‘hot work’ at Airside and or Landside.

BES

Basis Eisen Set Brandveiligheid Terminal

Landside

Public area outside of restricted areas and Terminal building

Client

The entity of Royal Schiphol Group N.V. that issues the order.

OPA

Operational Permit Application

PPE

Personal Protection Equipment

Schiphol
Admission \
Regulations

The Schiphol Admission Regulations contain the regulations and provisions that apply to companies
and organisations that require access in connection with their airport operations to the Airside Security
Restricted Area – Critical Parts, Airside Non- Security Restricted Areas, Airside Demarcated Areas and/or
Landside Secured Premises by AAS.

RAMS

Risk Assessment Method Statement

Technical room/
area

A room with technical equipment, necessary for the functioning of the structure and associated assets,
including, but not limited to: a meter room, a lift machine room, electrical supply and distribution
room, room for the generation of heat and cold, etc.

Terminal

Lounges, piers, departure halls, arrival halls, cellars and offices

TRA

Task Risk Analysis

WCA

Work Coordination Arside
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9.2

REVISION MANAGEMENT

Version Date

Section Amendments

3.0

17-03-21

2.4

Replace the hyperlinks at various locations with a reference to www.schiphol.
R. Kuiten
nl/veiligheid.

3.0

17-03-21

2.4

Fixed definition “Hot work” and added BMI

R. Kuiten

3.0

26-03-21

2.8.2

Inspection by the contractor replaced by daily supervision and written demonstrability are canceled.

R. Kuiten

3.0

26-03-21

2.8.4

Inspection of excavation works before each shift replaced with daily supervision of the operator and responsibility of the sufficiently skilled employees.

R. Kuiten

3.0

17-03-21

2.11.2

Attn. pest control distinguishes between Terminal and Infrastructure projects.

R. Kuiten

3.0

17-03-21

2.12

Statement regarding the use of loader cranes in relation to the OVA cranes.

R. Kuiten

3.0

17-03-21

3.7

Daily start: minutes / notes for the day start are canceled. Have TRA assessed
by the Operator.

R. Kuiten

3.0

26-03-21

3.7

Text added determining risks and control measures.

R. Kuiten

3.0

17-03-21

3.9.3

Replace “training certificate compulsory” by “demonstrable professional
competence compulsory”.

R. Kuiten

3.0

17-03-21

4.1.1

Replaced the location map by adding a map to the inventory and PGS15. Also
R. Kuiten
a distinction between notifiable projects and small projects and maintenance.

3.0

17-03-21

4.7

7th paragraph: emergency plan replaced by emergency instructions in accordance with ADR regulations.

R. Kuiten

3.0

17-03-21

8

Text adapted and brought in the context of “Just Culure”.

R. Kuiten

3.0

17-03-21

9

List of definitions of abbreviations amended:
- (New) construction and maintenance locations
- Work area
- Maintenance
- Technical area
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10. Annex
STANDARD CONSTRUCTION SITE RULES
At a minimum, these rules must recur in the construction site rules and must be discussed in advance.
1. YOU MUST always have your access pass visible with you at the construction site.
2. YOU MUST always wear a helmet, high visibility vest, gloves, eye protection and safety boots at the
construction site.
3. YOU MUST know and apply the 12 Golden Rules of Safety of Schiphol.
4. YOU MUST comply with all instructions and notifications concerning HSE.
5. YOU MUST stay on the access routes for pedestrians.
6. YOU MUST NOT enter the construction site until you completed a construction site induction and a
zone-specific induction.
7. YOU MUST NOT enter the construction site as a visitor unless you are escorted by someone who has
a permanent Schiphol-pass.
8. YOU MUST NOT eat or drink at the construction site, unless you are in the facilities designated for
this purpose.
9. YOU MUST NOT enter the construction site under the influence of alcohol or drugs.
10. YOU MUST NOT smoke at the construction site (including electronic cigarettes), unless you are in a
designated smoking area.
11. YOU MUST NOT remove railings or cover plates of holes without the express permission from your
supervisor. You must ensure that the protective measures are placed back again after your work is completed.
12. YOU MUST NOT start any works before you have been given a briefing / start work instruction from
your supervisor on the most important aspects of working safely.
13. YOU MUST NOT burn any materials at the construction site.
14. YOU MUST NOT engage in any undesirable behaviour at the construction site (aggression, bullying,
intimidation, discrimination).
15. YOU MUST NOT exit a construction site at Airside if you are not authorised to do so.
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APPENDIX 2
CRITERIA FOR H&S PLAN / WORK PLAN / TASK RISK ANALYSIS

Projects

H&S plan

Work plan/
RAMS

TRA

HSE location
plan

Notifiable projects i.k.v. Working Conditions Decree construction process *
Work permit application (OVA)
If there is a specific situation or environment (workplace) with risks that are not
common or not described in the regular
RI&E or if there is deviation from the
standard working methods
Maintenance
Regular maintenance work
Deviating maintenance work
If there is a specific situation or environment (workplace) with risks that are not
common or not described in the regular
RI&E or if there is deviation from the
standard working methods
*The client ensures that a safety and health plan is drawn up in accordance with the Working
Conditions Decree article 2.28 if:
■
■
■

it took more than 500 man-days to complete the structure, or
Projects with an estimated duration of more than thirty working days, where at any time more than
twenty employees work simultaneously or
High-risk projects, as referred to in Annex II of Directive 92/57 / EEC on the minimum requirements 		
for safety and health for temporary and mobile construction sites.
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